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GENERALIZED TIGHT BINDING METHOD FOR SCESAS A PERTURBATIVE REALIZATION OF THE EXACTLEHMANN REPRESENTATION�Sergei G. OvhinnikovL.V. Kirensky Institute of Physis, Siberian Branh of RASAkademgorodok, Krasnoyarsk, 660036, RussiaandUNESCO Chair �New Materials and Tehnology�Krasnoyarsk State Tehnial University, Krasnoyarsk, 660074, Russia(Reeived July 10, 2002)Both perturbation approah in the Hubbard operator representationand the exat Lehmann representation proves that the eletron quasiparti-le in SCES has spin S = 1=2, eletri harge e, QP energy and QP spetralweight split over various QP bands. General theory and its appliation tothe hole doped CuO2 layer are onsidered.PACS numbers: 71.10.Fd, 71.20.Be, 71.27.+a, 71.15.Mb1. IntrodutionConventional single eletron approah (LDA-like) fails to desribe ele-tron properties of strongly orrelated eletron systems (SCES). Several per-turbation approahes on t=U starts from the Hubbard papers [1℄ use pro-jetion operators or the Hubbard X-operators tehnique. This approahesinlude strong Coulomb interations in the Hamiltonian H0 and treat the in-teratomi hopping by a perturbation method. The main onlusion of theseperturbation methods is that eletron in SCES is onsidered as a sum ofquasipartiles (QP) with harge e, spin 1/2, renormalized energy and spe-tral weight [2℄. Appliation of Hubbard ideas to realisti multiorbital mod-els of transition metal oxides results in a generalized tight-binding (GTB)method [3℄ that ombines exat diagonalization of the intraell part of Hwith the perturbation treatment of the interell part. In this paper we usethe exat Lehmann representation for a single eletron Green funtion (GF)� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(431)



432 S.G. Ovhinnikovto ompare the notion of the quasipartile in SCES developed in the pertur-bation approah to the exat one. The Lehmann representation treats aneletron as a sum of QP with spin S = 1=2, harge e and renormalized energyand spetral weight without any indiations on spin�harge separation. Weshow that the GTB method gives the pratial realization of the Lehmannrepresentation. Some results of GTB alulations of the QP energy spetrafor opper oxides and ARPES data are given in [4, 5℄.2. Lehmann representation and GTB methodSingle eletron GF G� = 

ak� �� a+k���! an be written as [6℄G�(k; !) =Xm �A+(k; !)! �
+m + Bm(k; !)! �
�m � ; (1)where the QP energies are given by
+m = Em(N + 1)�E0(N)� �; 
�m = E0(N)�Em(N � 1)� �;and the QP spetral weight is equal toAm(k; !) = jh0; N j ak� jm;N + 1ij2 ; Bm(k; !) = jhm;N � 1j ak� j0; Nij2 :Here jm;Ni is the m-th eigenstate of the system with N eletrons,H jm;Ni = Em jm;Ni. The index m numerates QP with spin S = 1=2,eletrial harge e, energy 
+m (
�m), and spetral weight Am (Bm). TheEq. (1) may be onsidered as a sum over di�erent QP bands with m beinga QP band index. In pratial alulations the Lehmann representation isuseless beause the multieletron eigenstates jm;N i for the rystal are notknown.Let write the multiorbital generalized Hubbard model (or p�d model foroxides) in the formH = H0 +H1; H0 =Xi H(i); H1 =Xi;j H(i; j) ; (2)where H(i) is the intraell part of H with the unit ell index i, H(i; j)is the interell hopping and interation between ells i and j. The GTBmethod onsists of the 3 steps:(a) the interell multieletron moleular orbital jpi = jm;Ni is alu-lated by the exat diagonalization of H(i) for di�erent setors of Hilbertspae numerated by the number of eletrons in the ell N.(b) the intraell Hubbard X-operators are onstruted,Xpqi = jpihqj = jm;Ni 
m0; N 0�� : (3)



Generalized Tight Binding Method for SCES as . . . 433We assume here that the eigenstates jpi of neighboring ells are orthogonal.If not, for example in uprates where two CuO6 ells share a ommon oxygenion, the speial proedure of orthogonalization is required. For uprates inthe 3-band p�d model it has been done in [7�9℄ and for the 6-band p�d modelsee [4℄. To simplify the notations of X-operators we relate eah pair of initialand �nal states in Eq. (3) to root vetor [10℄, a set of these root vetors isdisrete, so we just numerate them by index n:Xpqi $ X~�(p;q)i $ X~�n(p;q)i $ Xni : (4)With this notation we an write the exat representationai� =Xn �(n)Xni ; �(n) = hpjai�jqi = hm;Nj ai� ��m0; N + 1� : (5)The exat intraell eletron GF in X-representation is equal toG(0)� (k; !) =Xn j�(n)j2 F (n)! �
n ; (6)where loal QP energy 
n = Em0(N+1)�Em(N), F (n) is a �lling fator,F (n) = hXppi i+ hXqqi i. Thus n is the QP band index, and j�(n)j2 F (n) isthe QP spetral weight.() in the X-representation the total Hamiltonian has the formH =Xi;p EpXppi +Xij Xnn0 tnn0ij +Xni Xn0j ; (7)and looks similar to the Hubbard model in the X-representation. All per-turbation methods in t=U � 1 known for the Hubbard model an be used.These methods are onsidered in detail in [11℄. The Hartree�Fok approxi-mation in the diagram tehnique is equivalent to the Hubbard-I deouplingfor the interell hopping and results in the following dispersion equation forthe QP bands det kÆnn0(! �
n)=F (n)� tnn0(k)k = 0 : (8)The struture of the Eq. (8) is similar to the tight-binding dispersion equa-tion with the following di�erenes: (i) loal QP energy 
n inludes exatlythe Coulomb interation inside the ell. (ii) n is not a number of atomi ormoleular single eletron orbital, it is a band index of QP, (iii) �lling fatorF (n) is absent in the single eletron theory. In the Eq. (8) the �tting fa-tor provides dependene of the QP bands on temperature, doping, external�elds. There is no rigid band situation for the QP bands in SCES.



434 S.G. OvhinnikovThe QP bands of undoped and hole doped CuO2 layer has been alu-lated by GTB method in [4℄ using CuO6 unit ell (CuO4Cl2 for Sr2CuO2Cl2).In the undoped antiferromagneti insulator there is a harge transfer gap, thedispersion of the top of the valene band is in a good agreement with ARPESdata on Sr2CuO2Cl2 [12℄. At the top of the valene band an impurity-likeband appears due to spin �utuations and doping. A pseudogap betweenthe impurity-like band and the main valene band has a dispersion similarto �remnant Fermi surfae� in Sr2CuO2Cl2 and to a pseudogap in the under-doped Bi-2212 samples [5℄. The Fermi level is pinned inside the impurity-likeband and very weakly depends on doping in the underdoped region.3. ConlusionIn the perturbation approah of GTB the struture of GF is the same asin the exat Lehmann representation. There is a splitting of eletron givenby the Eq. (5) on di�erent QP bands haraterized by spetral weight redis-tribution over QP bands. Only summing all QP spetral weights one getsfree eletron spetral weight. Thus spetral weight splitting and removingits large part far away from the Fermi level is the most essential e�et ofstrong orrelations.This work is supported by RFBR grants 00-02-16110, Russian FederalProgram �Integrasia�, grant B0017, and INTAS grant INTAS-01-0654.REFERENCES[1℄ J.C. Hubbard, Pro. R. So. A285, 542 (1965).[2℄ P. Fulde, Eletron Correlations in Moleules and Solids, Springer Verlag,Berlin-Heidelberg 1991.[3℄ S.G. Ovhinnikov, I.S. Sandalov, Physia C 161, 607 (1989).[4℄ V.A. Gavrihkov, S.G. Ovhinnikov, A.A. Borisov, E.G. Goryahev, Sov. Phys.JETP 91, 369 (2000).[5℄ V. Gavrihkov, A. Borisov, S.G. Ovhinnikov, Phys. Rev. B64, 235124 (2001).[6℄ H. Lehmann, Nuovo Cimento 11, 342 (1954).[7℄ S.V. Lotsov, V.Yu. Yushankhai, Physia C 179, 159 (1991).[8℄ J.H. Je�erson, H. Eskes, L.F. Feiner, Phys. Rev. B45, 7959 (1992).[9℄ H.B. Shutler, A.J. Fedro, Phys. Rev. B45, 7588 (1992).[10℄ R.O. Zaitsev, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 70, 1100 (1976) (in Russian).[11℄ V.V. Val'kov, S.G. Ovhinnikov, Quasipartiles in strongly orrelated systems,Siberian Branh of RAS, Novosibirsk 2001 (in Russian).[12℄ B.O. Wells, Z.-X. Shen, A. Matsuura, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 964 (1995).


